SBB003 Baby Scale

Display

(ON/OFF)

Size: 355(L) X
550(W) X 70(H) mm

(Weight Unit)

(Tare)
(Select)

Features:
Maximum weight capacity: 20kgs/ 44lbs/ 704oz
Graduation: 0.01kg/ 0.02lb/ 0.5oz
Clear digital readout
Memory position: 1 memories
Low battery indicator
Power: 4 X AAA batteries

Preparations:
1. Battery Installation: open the battery cover at the bottom of the scale and insert
4 brand-new AAA batteries properly.
2. Operating Environment: lay the scale onto a firm and horizontal ground.

Weighing a naked baby
1. Press ON/OFF button to switch on.
2. Last record shows with weight unit in "kg". To review
the weight unit in lb or oz, press lb/kg/oz button.

3. After a few seconds, 0.00 and weight unit shows.
"Ready" icon appears.
*Press lb/ kg/ oz button to select weight unit if
different unit is required.

4. Put the baby onto the scale. When "HOLD"
flashes, weight are determined.
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5. When the result of the baby shows with "HOLD"
icon flashing, press "M" button. Icon "M" will flash
and record of the baby is stored. Power will go off
automatically after a few seconds.
*If a second baby is waiting to be weighed, press
"ON/OFF" button to turn on the scale and repeat
the above steps to restart.

Weighing with container
1. Press ON/OFF button to switch on.
2. Last record shows with weight unit in kg. To review
the weight unit in lb or oz, press lb/kg/oz button.

3. After a few seconds, 0.00 and weight unit shows.
"Ready" icon appears.
*Press lb/ kg/ oz button to select weight unit if
different unit is required.

4. Put the container onto the scale.
5. Press Tare button when the result of the container
will be shown with "HOLD" icon flashing.

6. The scale will return to 0.00 with weight unit,
"Ready" icon and "TARE" icon show.

7. Take out the container.

8. Put the baby with the container onto the scale.
Result of the baby will be shown with "HOLD" icon
flashing. (To save the record, press "M" button.
Icon "M" will flash and record of the baby is stored.)
Power will go off automatically after a few seconds.

Warning: Always be attentive to the baby during the weighing process.
In case of malfunction due to electrostatic, re-install batteries to resume
normal performance. When in use, keep the scale away from
electromagnetic wave source such as microwave oven, mobile phone
and/or wireless network.
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